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Catholic Fairytales tells a story of a magical world where the catholic church would celebrate
and accept everybody. From a young age the church taught Patrick and other queer people
that it was wrong to be who we were. In his latest collection “Catholic Fairytales” He imagined
a world where the Catholic faith could celebrate & accept everybody.  View this collection as
our robes of celebration of pride. For all the beautiful & complex queer people who deserve
to be treated with love. This collection is for you.
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One of the many aspects of the magazine that we're still experimenting with, is the cover design and the stories
behind it. With the radically changing world, and so much to take in, as an editor, it is nothing short of a perquisite
to be able to explore the better and evolving side of the fashion industry with designers, business owners and
craftsmen who are keeping it going with benignity and perception. While the mainstream fashion was and
continues to be at a standstill, Helsinki Fashion Week which is known to be a novel entry in the industry took place
in August. Ranging from music, design and setting to the optimization and audience response, it was wonderfully
put together. One of the many conversations we had with the designers was the discussion around the future of
fashion and what do people really believe in, and surprisingly, there stood a very clear division between opinions. As
someone who is observing everything from one end, it is hard to foresee anything as a definite outcome of
collective action. The online event brought down a whole lot of new ideas and thoughts about the technical
processes, advancements in fashion technology, materials, innovation, design and events as a whole. 

For the readers, I'd request a look at the sustainable industry with conscious judgement and awareness to the fact
that change is a slow process and while they are progressing to a more conscious lifestyle one step and one day at a
time, the industry is also taking their time to follow a path that is ethical and sensitive to the environment. It is
equally important for us to give space to designers and brands who are  working their way up the ladder to achieve a
more sustainable goal. Our cover design for this issue is inspired by the Helsinki Fashion Week, digitally illustrated
by Vedika Dawar. It's wonderful to be surrounded by an array of sources to be inspired by and move along with
everybody else in the process of becoming better. 

Illustrated by Vedika Dawar

Aashi Goel
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Design by Vie
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The Loom Art Stands For Our Love For Hand Loom And Core Admiration Towards Art. The Label Focuses

On Reviving The Old And Dying Authentic Craft, Embroidery And Weaving Techniques In This Fast Fashion

Dominated World.
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V I E

World's first sustainable

jewellery brand that utilises

natural buttons and clothing

toggles to make upcycled

jewelery pieces for the

conscious consumer.

The brand focuses on

handcrafting each unique

piece and produces each

collection in limited quantities.

Upcyling
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thesecondlife.co



The second life is an idea that is inspired from the interconnectivity of the

three R’s ideology, reduce, reuse and recycle.
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by Lakshmi Panicker
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*Eco Certified/ USDA/INDOCERT ingredients and is free fro
Parabens/ SLS/PEG/ Silicones/ Petrolatum, Phalates, DEA &
Synthetic Fragrances & Colours.



Balances pH of the skin
Hydrating
Minimizes enlarged pores
Uplifts the mood
Farm fresh Damaseena Roses
Soothes skin irritation/ redness
Tones the skin

PURE FARM FRESH 
ROSE WATER
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IRISH
LATINA

Show design by  NDA and SOLDATS Film; Clothing digitized by Scotomalab



Hilal 
Sevencan

Clothing digitized by Scotomalab



Hilal 
Sevencan

Clothing digitized by Scotomalab



Hilal 
O N  T H E  D I F F E R E N T  S H A D E S  O F

M I N I M A L I S T  D E S I G N S

Sevencan

In my opinion pattern and form is a whole. I place all the elements in my
drawings to the pattern like a jigsaw. I care about the anatomical
features of the body, proportions, body types, and postures. It ensures
a whole adaptation of the garment to the body. And this harmony,
combined with the design, supports the functionality.

hat is your idea of minimalist design?W
 

The design appears in all areas of our lives, from the houses we live in the shoes we wear to the chair we 
sit on. Simple is always beautiful but not simple. We can see in the background there are ideas and prof-

essional touches related to the product are compiled. When I make my minimalist designs, I aim to create
designs that have become fluent and, at the same time, incorporating the concept of calmness. To get the 

best results, I have always to make sure to use the right elements in the right way. For this aim, I prepare ma- 
drafts and prototypes. Color combination and layout, free fields in the design, symmetry, placement of graphics, and typography
should be in unity. The most important point for me is that this concept which I formed on my garment designs should be made
on a correct and minimal line. When I go back to the sketch and the story of the design, I can feel this balance. I do watch and feel
the story as I look down at my garment design. I do transfer the story to my designs accurately and simply.

What is your selection of colours based on?
The choice of colors is an important factor that gives meaning
to the clothing. Of course, I have indispensable colors in my
designs. But sometimes I can be dragged into different
adventures. Overall, the relaxing effect of white on clothing
impresses me very much. I do not define it as a color here,
indeed. Whiteness ensures that sufficient contrast values are
generated to add an interaction force to the prepared design. At
some point, it supports the other colors I have combined
correctly. Also, the graphic, text, or highlights that I used on
my designs are more emphasized with the power arising from
the negative space of the white. I prefer black, gray, blue, and
red tones in my designs as supporting segments from nature.

While drawing my designs, I always make sure that it is
ergonomic and functional. Form always supports
ergonomics 

What materials have you chosen to use and why?

when I start pattern preparation. Each line of the design
actually should support human body compatibility and
mobility. Parts of our body is including curves. Therefore,
our designs should be compatible with these curves. In my
designs, I identify important points that support the
movement of the body like armpits, elbows, knees, shoulders.
By focusing on the points, I have determined, I create
flexibility on the garment pattern following my design
concept. Where the garment will be used is very important
but the aesthetics should also be at the forefront. When
designing a technical garment, I focus on these points and
always support the design with reinforcement pattern parts
and design lines. And the fabric properties are another
important issue for me. Most importantly, if there are
additional parts such as pockets and plackets, I prioritize their
usage properties. I think the more the design is compatible
with the human body, the more functional the garment will
be.
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MANDALI
MENDRILLA

Focusing on playful, creative mindfulness, with her work,
Mandali aspires to promote a more holistic approach to fashion in

particular and life in general. Mandali’s unique contribution to
the design of garments is the concept of Yantra Couture, a

designing method exclusively practiced by Atelier Mendrilla,
where ancient sciences, such as Vastu architecture and Ayurveda,

are applied to sculptural garments.

In Atelier Mendrilla, we practice a personal approach to designing
for individual clients, with each unique item created employing

highest quality sustainable materials and techniques. The 
clothing is created with attention to both its physical 

structure as well as the invisible energetic structure of 
the sculptural garment. We developed a unique 
designing method called Yantra Couture which 

uses ancient sciences like Vastu architecture 
and Ayurveda which lend itself to an intu-

itive application in order to craft the 
sculptural couture garments and acce-

ssories in harmony with nature. Each 
sculptural garment includes a 

physical structure of seams, 
stitches, dress structure, digital 

data and other fixtures which 
are visible to the human eye; 

additionally, the garments 
have another layer of an 
imperceptible energetic 

impression created by the 
designer through the mystical 

Yantra Couture method.

I see a beginning
of something that
could turn into a

bit of a revolution.
I am very pleased to have collaborated
with wonderful designers during
Helsinki Fashion Week, such as atelier
3mbassy, Alison Murray, Caroline
Dussuel, Evelyn Mora, as well as the
fashion week production team and
their partners. Atelier Mendrilla has
been practicing above mentioned
principles since inception, in 1995, and
we were excited to work with brilliant
sustainably minded creatives.
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-DRESSED to the teeth

Koh T

Koh T

Koh T

Mem

Nicole Zisman

Roumans

 Clothing digitized by Scotomalab



The HFW introduced the concept of the Designer
residency program with the aim of collaboration
and transparency, how was your experience as part
of the program?
I have experienced the residency as very inspiring.
I had very interesting conversations with experts
from the field, but it was also very nice to talk to
other designers and to exchange experiences.
Being transparent as a designer and offering
openness about your processes and developments
is extremely important to work together in a more
sustainable industry.I am very aware of how the
creative industry operates, and I hope my work will
convey this message to a wider audience in an
inspiring way. 

Take us around the process of co-creating
exclusive looks for the HFW.
I stayed very close to myself during the design of
my collection. In my work, I refer to Dutch
craftsmanship, heritage and nature and try to give
new life to forgotten techniques. The lockdown has
had a major impact on the creative process.
Fortunately, I did not see any limitations but
actually became creative within these limits. The
process was super educational. I was linked to 3D
artist Emily Switzer from Canada and it was
incredibly inspiring to exchange knowledge and
feed each other with each other's knowledge. My
craft knowledge and Emily's digital knowledge have
strengthened each other and are reflected in our
joint look. Many zoom meetings, briefings, and
quick sketches preceded it. I really believe in
diversity in all areas and with that also the fashion
industry. 

When it comes to collaboration with other
designers, how do you go about agreeing on a
particular vision, especially with the lockdown in
place?
That is not difficult for me personally. I personally
find ambition and a clear vision of every creator
very inspiring in itself, which makes agreeing on a
design easier. I think that every creative person
should have certain flexibility to follow innovative
paths. It took some adjustment due to the
lockdown and the digital aspect, but I soon felt
comfortable enough to make the right
development  

All the looks showcased at the HFW were a 3D
rendering of its original design, was that something
that had an immense and bearing in the way you
approached your designs and curating looks?
I started with my designs at the core as I always
start and that is a craft. I very much believe that
the 3d world also benefits from this by reverting to
craft at all times. Digital techniques cannot fully
cope with this yet, but hopefully, the differences
will become smaller in the future

"For me morality

means offering

openness and

standing for a

better (fashion)

world."

TESS VAN 
      ZALINGE
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by Sayali Sarode
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Lizzy
Gee

                         Everything and anything
                                   can inspire me that has a 

universal, inclusive basis. My previous colle-                        
ction, "Bloom For Yourself", was about the life
cycle of flowers as a metaphor for our unique
experiences with self-love and personal 
transformation. I focus on what connects us in 
order to celebrate each other's differences. I also
constantly am photographing the world around 
me that makes me stop and think- from those 
photos along with my personal experiences I 
detect themes that evolve into a concept/
story for my designs.

I want people to feel free- to be an 
elevated form of who they are
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DRESS
for it

Helena Bajaj Larsen

Maqu

Nicole Zisman

OPEN Plan

Roomformoon

 Clothing digitized by Scotomalab



Evening 
Allure

Helena Bajaj Larsen

Koh T

Nece Gene

OPEN Plan

Roomformoon
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by neha celly

'nece gene' stands for great design made
with mindful use of all existing raw

material.
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Intensive meat production is on an
unstoppable trajectory comprising the single
greatest contributor to climate change.
Humanity’s dominant diets are not good for
us, and they are not good for the planet.
There is something extremely awry with the
fact that 120 billion animals reared for
consumption by 9 billion individuals.
Besides, your excessive meat consumption is
making this planet sick – the greenhouse
emanations from the livestock sector are
scary, to say the least. A workable approach
would be to, therefore, limit consumption
which might pave a path for eventual
reduction.

Developing Meat 
Consciousness

The act of moderation in consumption is
your go-to when it comes to low impact
eating- the easiest way to bridge the gap
between what is and what can, extreme
consumption, even of plant-based
proteins leads to a string of health
emergencies but more importantly will
set you back in your journey of
sustainability. A mindful approach of
reducing portions can go a long way in
healing the earth.

A flexitarian diet is a great alternative for
those who have been reluctant or haven’t
been able to keep up with resolutions of
practising vegetarianism - there is only
one rule - infrequent consumption of
meat. 

Moderation is
the 

Engaging in a diet that incorporates
meatless days is reasonable, combined
with a consistent commitment this will
ensure an increased consumption of
plant-based proteins, a better choice for
the planet and for your body.

 The key to limitation is consistency and
self- control, the idea that this might just
contribute to a longer and happier life
might just be the best way to start.

passkey
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“Don’t throw that out” should be your mantra
when it comes to adopting a sustainable meal
plan, practice treating your leftovers as
ingredients, they are golden. For someone
new to the whole idea of sustainable dieting,
learn to turn your last night’s dinner into a
sumptuous lunch. This can not only be a
creative know-how but also lighter on your
pockets.  To manage waste better,
composting is a greener choice. Composting
is not only easy but also results in a reduction
of some major greenhouse gases. Any
degradable produce that has passed its prime
in your fridge is just more compost, ensuring
a separation of degradable from
biodegradable waste and the right method of
landfilling can go a long way in reducing your
carbon footprint.

Mindful Waste 
MANAGEMENT

 Matters
Local

Eating local is not easy, factors such as
the source of the food and growing
seasons are critical when it comes to
local produce. Local eating is based on a
well-planned and well-researched
science, but that does not mean it cannot
be carried out from the comfort of your
homes. A smart way of approaching this
matter is a simple google search for
seasonal fruits and vegetables, so the
next time you go out grocery shopping
you know your pick from the wide array
of fruits in front of you. Research is key,
not only for finding local produce
markets but also restaurants that ensure
purchase from local vendors. Lastly, if
your home is blessed with any kind of
green space, a kitchen garden can be
your new project- take the idea of
sustainability starts from home to a
whole new level. The idea behind a low
impact diet is simple- you as the buyer
have the distinct privilege of proactively
participating in shaping the world your
children will inherit. Saving the planet
seems like a personal Mount Everest, but
happier, cleaner and creative ways of
viewing your food can be climacteric.
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How was your experience 
of designing and 
presenting on a digital 
platform?

The pandemic has been an extremely 
challenging time for everyone in the industry. 
My colleagues and I have had to manage 
problems and setbacks that we never 
imagined we would have to deal with. But at 
the same time, it’s also been an opportunity to 
shake things up and make some much needed changes in the
way the industry operates. Sometimes the most creative
solutions come out of unexpected problems. So, while it’s been
extremely stressful,             it’s also been a period of growth.

Nayeh Chapter One is all based 
on women’s outerwear, and the 
process of digitizing puffy winter 
coats was quite the challenge. In 
fact, I might have heard the word 
‘nightmare’  mentioned at one point. 
It just goes to show that when it comes to 
recreating fashion in 3D, there are an 
infinite number of considerations to take 
into account, some of which I didn’t expect 
even as an experienced designer.

With any new breakthro-
ugh, there is a period of 

trial and error and gr-
owing pains.  Having 

participated in the 
process, I’m eager 
to see how it cont-

inues to grow. It feels 
like an adventure. And the res

ponse has been largely positive I
think people are waiting to see 
what the next step is. This push
towards digital fashion has the

potential to cross streams with 
other online and tech- based

industries. I can’t speak on it in too
much detail, but we are currently

exploring ways in which we can take
Nayeh’s design into the wider digital

world.

What’s your take on the fashion
industry’s response to the 
pandemic?
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For the true sustainable fashion, we have to close the
loop, which still ends landfill or incineration. Circular
fashion will be the most important concept for our
future fashion.

We believe being vegan is the one of the most
active answer to the climate crisis problem.



As sustainable designers, we have the responsibility to inform the current situation not
only in the form of design but it is also important to slow down the way we produce and
consume. It is necessary to create new systems where transparency plays a big role. . 

However, it’s no surprise that digital fashion weeks will never be the same as the physical
ones. We need to be able to touch, feel, smell and experience the clothing when they are
presented. The digital world cannot offer this (yet). But I believe we still need to find ways
to reduce our carbon footprint in the industry.
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MAQU
As sustainable designers, we have the responsibility to inform the

current situation not only in the form of design but it is also important to

slow down the way we produce and consume. It is necessary to create

new systems where transparency plays a big role. 

It’s no surprise that digital fashion weeks will never be the same as the physical ones. We need to be able
to touch, feel, smell and experience the clothing when they are presented. The digital world cannot offer

this (yet). But I believe we still need to find ways to reduce our carbon footprint in the industry.

It would still be great to hear more designers and press talk louder about these challenges for the next few
years.

 ON HELSINKI FASHION WEEK
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